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Status
 Open

Subject
Image galleries cannot be deleted

Version
18.x

Category
Bug

Feature
Image Gallery

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
hman

Lastmod by
hman

Rating
     (0) 

Description
I posted a question on the forums, but got no answer:
https://tiki.org/forumthread73497-Cannot-delete-image-gallery?topics_offset=9
After some research I found a very old posting by someone who complained about the exact same
behaviour on Tiki 3.2 (!);
https://tiki.org/forumthread35020-Cannot-delete-images-from-image-galleries

He also posted a workaround, that is to disable search engine friendly URLs. I tried that, but found
that search-engine friendly URLs were already disabled, only option was enabled: tag for canonical
(true) URLs. I disabled that too, but it does NOT do the trick. I cannot delete an image gallery I
created. Not as the creator of the image gallery, not as admin. The creator has administrative rights
to file galleries, admin of course also.

When the image gallery in question is opened, the list of gallery actions is completely empty. On the
list of all image galleries, the screwdriver icon only has one option available: Object permissions.
ALL other options are without links, and not link-coloured. There are no specific permissions set,
global rights apply. And there all registered users have tiki_p_admin_galleries...

Thanks
Hman

Importance
8

Easy to solve?
5

https://dev.tiki.org/item7247-Image-galleries-cannot-be-deleted
https://tiki.org/forumthread73497-Cannot-delete-image-gallery?topics_offset=9
https://tiki.org/forumthread35020-Cannot-delete-images-from-image-galleries
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Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
This bug has been demonstrated on show.tikiwiki.org
SVN update

Ticket ID
7247

Created
Wednesday 22 January, 2020 09:23:36 GMT-0000
by hman

LastModif
Wednesday 22 January, 2020 10:30:02 GMT-0000

Comments

hman 22 Jan 20 14:15 GMT-0000

OK, now commenting in the right spot. Sorry that I did not do it in the first place. Is it possible to move
those comments here?

Lets get on with this one: There is no filter "deprecated". Filters of the instance are on default values,
and that is: "experimental" and "unavailable" are off. Did you mean "unavailable"´? I did not have
"unavailable" activated on my 18.3, but once image galleries are turned on, the control panel of image
galleries becomes visible anyhow.

luciash d' being � 22 Jan 20 15:36 GMT-0000

Ah, sorry, it is not under "Deprecated" in 18.x but "Experimental". Sadly it is not easy to move the
comments from wiki page to tracker item without manually tweaking the database.

hman 22 Jan 20 16:12 GMT-0000

Well, room for improvement 

But why on earth is a feature "experimental" that is more than a decade old? And how could it
become broken? I have no clue, but my guess was that another permission could be needed to
delete an image gallery, and somehow this is not being displayed for reasons also unknown...

https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
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Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item7247-Image-galleries-cannot-be-deleted
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